Filmskript Wizadora – Episode 2: A Red Banana

00:00
Wizadora: Hangle, be quiet! I’m busy!
Phoebe: Hello, who’s that? No, it isn’t Wizadora. This is Phoebe, I’m her telephone. Wizadora, it’s for you.
Wizadora: I’m sorry, Phoebe. I’m busy.
Top: Ring, ring. Hello, Phoebe.
Middle: Ring, ring. Phoebe, it’s for you hoo!
Very Old Fish: Be quiet!

00:55
Wizadora: Ah! A red banana! No, this isn’t red. It’s yellow.
Very Old Fish: Try a magic spell, Wizadora.
Wizadora: Touch my nose. Touch my head. Banana, banana, please, turn red! Oh dear! Now it’s black! Touch my nose. Touch my head. Banana, banana, please, turn red! Touch my nose. Touch my head. Banana, banana, please, turn red! Oh, no! This isn’t a banana. It’s a chicken!
Wizadora: A red banana?
Very Old Fish: Wizadora! Go to a shop.
Wizadora: A shop?

02:12
Very Old Fish: Yes. Go to a shop. Buy a red banana.
Wizadora: Oh yes! A shop. Well done! Thank you, Very Old Fish.
Hangle: Don’t come in!
Wizadora: Please, Hangle. Open the door.
Hangle: Don’t look!
Wizadora: Hurry up, Hangle. My hat and my umbrella, please.
Hangle: Ah, er ... your hat! Er ... your umbrella!
Wizadora: Thank you, Hangle.
Hangle: Your scarf?
Wizadora: No, thanks.
Hangle: Your coat?
Wizadora: No.
Hangle: Your suitcase?
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Wizadora: No, thank you! Stop, Hangle! Touch my chin. Touch my knee. Touch my head, hop. Quick, Wizadora, go to a shop.

03:39

Wizadora: Oh, good.
Wizadora: Hello.
Sid: Oh, hello.
Wizadora: A red banana, please.
Sid: What colour?
Wizadora: Red. A red banana.
Sid: This is a good banana.
Wizadora: It isn't red.
Sid: No, it isn't red. It's yellow.
Wizadora: A red banana, please!
Sid: Here's a red apple.
Wizadora: No!
Sid: A red plum ... no? A red strawberry? A red cherry?
Wizadora: No, no, no. A red banana!
Sid: Look. No red banana.
Katie: Look at her hat!
Tom: Yes and look at her dress! Is she a wizard?
Wizadora: Yes, yes. I'm a wizard. My name's Wizadora.
Sid: What? A wizard. Is she a wizard?
Katie: Don't laugh! She's a wizard. Look at her wand.
Sid: A wizard? No, she isn't.
Tom: Yes, she is.
Sid: No!
Wizadora: Oh yes, I am. Look!
Tom: Wizadora!
Katie: Look!
Wizadora: I am a wizard!
Katie: Your banana’s red!
Wizadora: Yes, it is. Goodbye.
Sid: Wait! Look at this!
Wizadora: Oh, dear!
Sid: Come on. Try a magic spell.
Wizadora: Touch my hat, Touch my shoe, Oh!
Sid: Blue! It’s blue! Look, it’s blue!
Katie: Wizadora! His lemon's blue!
Wizadora: Goodbye.

05:22
Wizadora: Hangle, Very Old Fish, Phoebe, look! A red banana!
Very Old Fish: Well done, Wizadora!
Hangle: Be careful, Wizadora!
Wizadora: Now... a red banana.
Very Old Fish: Good, Wizadora!
Hangle: Well done, Wizadora!
Wizadora: Look!
Phoebe: No, Wizadora. Stop!
Drawer People: Don't stop! Don't stop! Don't stop! Look! Tee hee!
Top: Her nose is red.
Wizadora: My face, what colour is it?
Very Old Fish: It's red, Wizadora.
Middle: Her face is red!
Phoebe: Her arm's red!
Bottom: Her leg is red!
Drawer People: Wizadora's red!! Tee hee!
Wizadora: Oh, no!
Tatty Bogle: Wizadora.
Middle: It's a chicken! Tee hee!
Tatty Bogle: Wizadora, your face is red!
Wizadora: Yes. I know.
Tatty Bogle: Is this your chicken?
Wizadora: No, it's a banana!
Tatty Bogle: A banana? It isn't a banana, it's a chicken! Wizadora, this is a chicken!
Very Old Fish: It's a chicken now. Look, Wizadora! A red banana!
Hangle: What's that? A red banana?
Middle: No! It's a chicken! Tee hee!
Hangle: A chicken? It isn't a chicken! It's a banana!
Wizadora: That's right, Hangle. It's a banana... a very good banana.

08:10
Wizadora's Song
My name's Wizadora. I'm Phoebe, I'm a telephone.
These are my friends. This is my home.
Her name's Wizadora. Phoebe is a telephone.
We are her friends. This is our home. I can
do magic spells, sometimes they work very well. She can
do magic spells, sometimes they work very well.
Her name's Wizadora. Phoebe is a telephone.
These are my friends. This is my home.

08:57
Language Review (The words underlined appear in writing on the video.)

Drawer People:     Tee hee! Tee hee!
Top:               I’m Top. My hat’s red. I’m Top. My hat’s red.
Middle:            I’m Middle. My hat’s yellow.
Sticky:            I’m Sticky. My hat’s blue.
Bottom:            I’m Bottom. My hat’s black.
Middle:            Is he Top?
Sticky:            Yes, he’s Top. His hat’s red.
Middle:            Is he Top?
Sticky:            Yes, he’s Top. His hat’s red.
Top:               Is she Middle?
Sticky:            Yes, she’s Middle. Her hat’s yellow.
Top:               Is she Middle?
Sticky:            Yes, she’s Middle. Her hat’s yellow.
Bottom:            Is he Sticky?
Middle:            Yes, he is.
Bottom:            Is he Sticky?
Middle:            Yes, he is. His hat’s blue.
Sticky:            Is he Bottom?
Top:               Yes, he is. His hat’s black.
Bottom:            Is she Top?
Sticky:            No, she isn’t. She’s Middle.
Bottom:            Is she Top?
Sticky:            No she isn’t. She’s Middle.
Top:               Is he Bottom?
Middle:            No, he isn’t. He’s Sticky.
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Top: Is he Bottom?
Middle: No, he isn't. He's Sticky
Sticky: Is he Middle?
Top: No, he isn't. He's Bottom.
Drawer People: Red hat, yellow hat, blue hat, black hat.
Bottom: I'm Bottom. My hat's black.
Sticky: I'm Sticky. My hat's blue.
Middle: I'm Middle. My hat's yellow.
Top: I'm Top. My hat's red.
Drawer People: Black hat, blue hat, yellow hat, red ...
Top: ... hat!